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one of the huge pike and carp which live in these pools.
After the first hour (the General opened fire at 3.45 a.m.)
there was no thought of disappointment, and no time
to eat any breakfast. The duck were coming in that
regular stream of small bunches instead of one immense
rush, and they were still continuing when w.e- started;
"picking up" at 8 a.m.
Princess Radziwill works her four English springer,
spaniels herself; without them and her to manage them,
(for keepers here have no idea of dog-lore) they wodd
lose half the bag in such country.  No boat can get
through the thick wooded undergrowth on the edge of
this marsh, and even the spaniels are tired out: it is an
ideal job for the strong, Irish water-spaniel. The General
and I shared 162 duck in the pick-up, of which the
majority were his and the majority of cartridges fired
were mine.
The bag included mallard, shoveller, gadwall, teal,
golden-eye, and pochard; they kill,, too, occasional
pintail, smew, buffel-headed widgeon, and divers.
Such & shoot in a bad year was beyond all my expecta-
tions; I can now realise what it must be like when it is
reported to be a good year. Almost was I inclined, like a
young French attach^ after one of Count Henry Potocki's
biggest partridge shoots, to send the news home. In the
middle of dinner he joyfully scribbled out a telegram to
his family in Paris, **Tue magnifique lievre" and this on a
day when they had killed about a thousand partridges.
But hares, herons,-and blackbirds figure very highly in
the estimation of our Gallic friends.
There are people who, wherever they go, attract droll
adventures with little lurking picturesquenesses of
incident, That of having one's hand kissed by the

